The Railway Station Gallery
Exhibition Application and Guidelines
Submission Requirements
The body of work to be exhibited must be a cohesive collection of current work not previously
exhibited in the Ottawa Valley . There are two galleries at The Railway Station. They are referred
to as the upper gallery and the lower gallery. Artist may apply to exhibit in either galleries or
both. The jury will take this requests into consideration but we can not guarantee the request.

1

Artist statement
Please include an artist statement.
Your artist statement should focus on the philosophy and concepts relating to the exhibit
you are proposing and should mention the unifying concept of your cohesive body of
work. It should describe your creative process as well as any larger social issues, etc...Your
statement should not be longer than 300 words.

2

Exhibition Proposal
Please include an exhibition proposal.
While your artist statement deals with the philosophy of the exhibition, your exhibition
proposal will explain the practical details of the exhibit. The exhibition proposal should be
no longer than 600 words and should discuss: the number and description of pieces
involved, how they will be
presented/mounted, any special installation requirements,
interpretive materials, whether or not they will be for sale (The Railway Station Gallery
retains 25% commission). You may also include sketches to support your proposal.

3

Artist CV
Please include a CV/Resume

4

Representative Work
Please include 5-10 images of your current work.
You may submit digital images on CD or USB. Please format them as JPG at a minimum of
300 DPI. You must include an image list containing name, medium, size, and year the work
was made. The images you submitted must be representative work completed within the
last 2 years. Three of the images should be of work in the proposed exhibition.

Submission Deadline for 2018 exhibitions: Friday Oct 6/2017
Please send submissions to:

The Railway Station
19503 Opeongo Line
PO BOX 370
Barry's Bay, On
K0J 1B0

agansterer@madawaskavalley.ca

